Abstract-Growing interest in computational models based on natural phenomena with biologically inspired techniques in recent years have been tangible. The use of immune mechanisms in intrusion detection is promising. In [1] we proposed a new IDS model based on the Artificial Immune System (AIS) and a statistical approach. In this paper we are going to enhance that model in terms of detection speed and detection rate as well as overall overload. In contrast with the work in [1] here we do not use the concept of clonal selection and we use binary detector sets which leads to lower overload and therefore higher performance. The model is examined with DARPA data set which is famous among IDS researchers.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, researchers have shown great interest in studying biologically inspired systems in the domain of computer science, sociology, and so on. Among these, computer science has made significant advances with biologically inspired theories fitted in every branch. The typical bio-inspired systems are artificial neural networks, evolutionary computation, DNA computation, and now artificial immune systems (AIS) [2] .
AIS is a complicated system with the ability of self-adapting, self-learning, self-organizing, parallel processing and distributed coordinating, and it also has the basic function to distinguish self and non-self and clean non-self.
The problems in the field of computer security and artificial immune systems have the astonishing similarity of keeping the system stable in a continuous changing environment.
Artificial immune system can use biological immune theoretic for references to search and design relevant models and algorithms to solve the various problems occurred in the field of computer security. [3] In [1] we proposed a new statistical IDS model based on Artificial Immune System (AIS) whereby in that model the detector sets were based on packet headers and this caused to higher overload and decreasing the overall performance of the model.
In this paper we propose a novel hybrid intrusion detection model based on the combination of one of the most important artificial immune system theories namely negative selection as well as a traditional data mining method, i.e. statistical approach with ability of applying vaccine operation where it can detect known attack as well as unknown attacks. Here in contrast with the work in [1] we do not use clonal selection theory and also our detector sets are all binary detector sets. Also the proposed model will be experimented with a well-known dataset among IDS researchers called DARPA [7] .
The inspiration behind our proposed model and specially its data mining part is taken from a work in [4] whereby in their model they used TCP, UDP and ICMP packet header field values to learn the anomalous behavior of the packets during transmission in any TCP/IP network traffic.
Using the result of this work and combining it with artificial immune system this paper proposes a novel Hybrid IDS model with the capability of applying vaccine based on detected seen and unseen attacks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we describe necessary facts which are required to understand the rest of paper. Next we describe the work in [4] as part of our model is an extension of this work, and then we propose our model and the way we have implemented it. The paper is ended by result of the experience and future work of our model.
II. RELATIVE KNOWLEDGE

A. Immune System
Natural immune system is a remarkable and complex defense mechanism, and it keeps the organism away from the virus and bacterium and so on. So, as an immune system, the first thing to deal with is that how the cells which to execute immune function(the lymph cells) differentiate organism's self-cells from other cells, in other words, how to insure the lymph cells to take no immune reaction with organism's self-cells. This mechanism is completed via a process known as negative selection of the organism's lymph cells (mainly T-cells and B-cells), which allows only the survival of those cells that do not recognize self-cells. [5] B. Negative Selection Mechanism The purpose of negative selection is to provide tolerance for self-cells. It deals with the immune system's ability to detect unknown antigens while not reacting to the self-cells. During the generation of T-cells, receptors are made through a pseudo-random genetic rearrangement process. Then, they undergo a censoring process in the thymus, called the negative selection. There, T-cells that react against self-proteins are destroyed; thus, only those that do not bind to self-proteins are allowed to leave the thymus. These matured T-cells then circulate throughout the body to perform immunological functions and protect the body against foreign antigens.
C. Detector Set
Basically our detection method is based on comparing each packet with our detector sets and if we find out a packet is similar to one of our detector sets that packet is considered as attack. Figure 1 shows the typical format of detector sets. Each detector set has 3 binary parts:  Protocol type which defines the current detector set is for which protocol TCP, UDP or ICMP  The Signature of that detector set which will be created during negative selection procedure  The Vaccine for that set which is applied after detecting an attack
D. Vaccine
A vaccine in this model is basically a kind of response to the detected attack. This response can be creating a new rule in the firewall to block a particular IP address or to close a specific port number in a host inside the network. All the existing responses are mapped to a particular binary number and are defined by the network administrator before running the model.
E. Dataset
To assess and evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm we used MIT Lincoln Lab 1999 off-line intrusion detection evaluation data set [7] as this data set has become one of the de facto standards for test data set among the IDS researcher community.
MIT Lincoln Lab 1999 data set includes 5 weeks of data which comprise of 3 weeks of training data (attack free data) and 2 weeks of testing data (with attack data).
There are 201 attack instances embedded in the MIT Lincoln Lab evaluation data set for both inside and outside testing data. Out of 201 attack instances only 176 are found in the inside testing data used for this experiment. Our performance evaluation will be based on the 176 attack instances as we only use the inside testing data. Table I shows the distribution of all attack categories inside the inside testing data. III. PROPOSED MODEL
A. Introduction
As part of our proposed model which is related to data mining has inspired and extended from the work in [4] therefore before we can illustrate our proposed model it is necessary to explain this work briefly and then we proposed our model.
The proposed statistical IDS model in [4] for each of TCP,UDP and ICMP protocols , researchers indexed each header field as i, i=1,2,…,n, so their model is built based on the ratio of the normal number of distinct field values in the training data, Ri, against the total number of packets associated with each protocol, Ni. The ratio, pi = Ri/Ni represents the probability of the network seeing normal field values in a packet. Thus, the probability of anomalies will be 1-pi for each corresponding field. Each packet header field containing values not found in the normal profile will be assigned a score of 1 -pi and will be summed up to give the total value for that particular packet.
At the end if the total scores for a particular packet is more that some threshold that packet considered as an anomalous packet.
(1)
As one of the result of this work, it has been mentioned that the effect of some of the header fields in detecting the attacks are very prominent in compared with the rest. Figure 2 shows our proposed model. There are different modules in this model and each one has its own responsibilities. The following is description of different modules which exist in this model. Here in contrast with the work in [4] which uses all the header fields we only use the most effective packet headers to create our normal statistical model Table II shows the selected header fields. Creating a random binary set based on packet header fields in Table 1 for one of the TCP, UDP or ICMP protocols.
B. Our Proposed Model
Calculating the anomaly score for that particular newly created set.
If the anomaly score for that particular set is below some fixed threshold that set will be omitted because it is considered as self, but if the anomaly score is above the threshold value then that particular set is considered as non-self and will be added into the matured detector repository.  Vaccination Module: After detecting an attack, the vaccine section of the detector set which recognized this attack will be checked for any vaccine (Response to the attack) if there is any, and that vaccine will be applied to the network by vaccination module.  Converter Module: Before processing each packet it should be converted to a binary format so that we can compare that packet against our detector sets (detector sets are also in binary format).This process is done by connecting to the statistical model to see which packet headers inside the packet is not seen previously.
C. Experimenting the Model This section describes the implementation stages involved in this research:
Reproducing the statistical model used in [4] : To show that our proposed model enhances the work in [4] , firstly we need to re-build the statistical model which is used in [4] . However we do not use all of the packet header fields they used and we only use the most effective ones according to authors in [4] which are shown in Table 1 . This leads to speed up the process of detection and to increase the overall performance of the model. Following are steps that have been done to reproduce the model in [4] :  Writing a program to convert our training data set from TCP-dump format to CSV format and then inserting them into SQL-server database.  Counting the number of distinct values for each of chosen packet header fields and then producing normal profile table for each of TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols.
D. Building Negative Selection Module
During this stage we should be able to create our detector sets based on the result from stage one. For this stage we need to write another program to generate a random binary set based on the header fields that we have selected.
In this set if we want to introduce a header field as an anomalous filed we should set it to 1 and otherwise the value of a bit is 0.
Referring to Table 1 a TCP type detector set signature can be look like as below: 00000001 Which means in this set only TCP destination port is anomalous, which means its value has not been seen in the normal data previously. Note that this is only the signature part of the detector set and to build a complete detector set two more information should be added to this binary array which are type of protocol (should be added at the first) and vaccine (which should be added at the end of this binary array).
After generating each new set the anomaly score of that set will be calculated based on the normal profile created in stage one. If the score is below some predefined threshold that detector set considered as self and will be removed automatically. If the score is above the threshold that packet will be added to detector set pool which is called Matured Detectors Module.
E. Anomaly Detection
In this stage the model is experimented against the testing data which are taken from our chosen dataset.
Following are steps included in this stage:  Each testing packet will be compared against the matured detector set module. If there is a similar packet inside the detector set this packet is considered as an attack.  After detecting an attack, the detector set which helped us to detect the attack will be checked for any vaccine (response to attack), if there is a vaccine in that set, another module which is called vaccination module, applies the vaccine to the network or the host under the attack. attacks later quickly.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
After conducting the experience we found that our model performance in term of overhead and detection speed is better than the work in [4] and this is because of using less and most effective packet headers in our model. Also the experience shows that the detection rate of our model is higher the detection rate of the work in [4] . Table III shows the performance of our model in term of detection rate for different categories of attack inside our dataset. As it can be seen from Table III our proposed model can increase the performance of the work in [4] both terms of system overhead and speed as well as detection rate.
In term of false positive also our model performance is better that the work in [4] but because their difference is not satisfactory one of our future goal is to increase the performance of our model in term of false positive. We also intend to repeat the same experiment using other data set such as "capture the flag 2010" dataset [8] and also real network traffic.
